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Generalities
1.1 Dual Hopf algebras. -Let A; be a field of characteristic 0, k its algebraic closure. A bialgebra over A: is a data (.4,m, 1,A,6) , where (^4, m, 1) is an associative algebra with unit 1 over fc, (^4, A, e) is a coassociative coalgebra with counit e € A* (i.e., it satisfies the dual axioms of an associative algebra with unit, cf. [D2] ), and A : A -> A 0 A 300 N. ANDRUSKIEWITSCH is an algebra morphism. In particular, A* is an associative algebra with unit e; but needs not to be a bialgebra, since in general the inclusion .4* 0 A* C (A (g) .4)* is strict. A Hopf algebra over A-is a data (A, m, 1, A, e, 6') , where (A, m, 1, A, e) is a bialgebra and S : A -^ A is an antimultiplicative isomorphism satisfying the axiom dual to the inversion in a group. S is called the antipode.
A representation of a Hopf algebra is a representation of its underlying algebra structure; equivalently, a module over a Hopf algebra is a module over the underlying algebra . For coalgebras, there is the dual notion of corepresentation : it is a pair (V,p), where V is a finite dimensional -vector space and p e End(V)(^A satisfies (id (g)A)(p) = pQp. (We adopt the usual notation :
There is also the notion of (right) comodule over a coalgebra (A,A,e) . It is a pair (V,p), where V is a A;-vector space (allowed to be infinite dimensional) and ^ is a linear application V -> V 0 A satisfying
The left comodules are defined in a similar way.
Let (Vi,pi), (V2?P2) be two representations of the Hopf algebra A. Then (Vi (g) V^ (pi 0 p2) ° A) and (Vi*, (pi o 6^) are representations of A. We shall denote p 6 ' = (pi o S^ and pi (g) pa instead of (pi (g) ps) o A. The trivial representation of A is e; we will say that v e Vi is invariant if pi(x)v = e(x)v for all x C A Notice that Homfc-aig (A,A; Let V be a finite dimensional Amodule, {vk} a basis of V and {/^} its corresponding dual basis. Consider the module structure on End(Y) T OME 120 -1992 -?3
We claim that ?y, ty are A-morphisms, considering in k the trivial representation. This follows from the properties of the antipode and is trivial for ty. For ty, if A (a:) = ^. x\ 0 a;'-we have
3Â
nother trivial and well-known remark is that the canonical linear isomorphism V (g) k ^ V intertwines the corresponding representations.
Let A be an associative A:-algebra with unit. Let A 0^ be the opposite algebra. The left (resp. right) regular representation is the morphism L : A -^ End(^) (resp. R : A 0^ -^ End(A)) given by L^{y) = xy (resp. Rx(,y) = yx). As Lx and Ry commute for every re, y, there is a representation L^R: A^A 0^ -^ End(^4). Now assume that in addition A is a Hopf algebra. The adjoint representation of A is ad :
Let {A, THA, U, A^, e^, 5^), (23, m^, 1^, A^, e^, S^) be two Hopf algebras over k. A pairing between them is a bilinear form (, ) : A x B -> k such that for any n, v € A, a, /? € 23
We will say that B is dual to A if (, ) induces a monomorphism B -> *A*. It is clear what "A and B are dual" will mean.
It is well-known that for a given Hopf algebra the uniqueness of its dual Hopf algebra in general fails. For example, different dual Hopf algebras of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional real Lie algebra g appear in two different ways. First, we can consider a connected Lie group G whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to g ; various kind 
satisfies : p € EndY (g B and defines an .4-module and Z^-comodule structures in V. It is not true that an A-module defines a 23-comodule, there is no 2-dimensional representation of PSL(2).
1.2 The coefficient algebra. -Let T(V<S>V*) be the tensor algebra of the dual of the space of endomorphisms of a finite dimensional vector space V. Let {vk} be a basis of V and {/^} its corresponding dual basis. T(V (g) V*) carries a natural bialgebra structure, defined by
Let A be a Hopf algebra and p : A -^ End(V) be a finite dimensional representation. There is an application (T(y (g) y*))-comodule : we need to check that pe^(r(y(gy*))(gEnd(y).
Let us consider V (g V* (resp. A*) with the representation The corresponding algebra automorphism of
p@4>pd <f>pWpd s*
A* ----------------^*,
as follows from {M^^^xM^w} = (M^^.M-^^^w)) -{rj,S\x)w}.
-If the hypothesis of the Proposition is not fulfilled, the coefficient algebra can be constructed in the following way : let V = V 0 V*, ^; : Vj -^ Vj^ the identity, ^ : Vj -> A* the application {(f)j{v 0 ^), .r) = (^ S^(x) • 2;), for any j e I. That is, 0o = 0p, 0i = <^d (modulo the transposition), etc. By definition, the following diagram commutes :
Let ^ : T(e^zV,) -^ A\ be defined by ©0,, let v = e^,. Then pou= S^-o^p and we can define a Hopf algebra structure in the image of ^>p. (Different coalgebra structures are defined in T(^), depending on the parity ofj). A *-Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra provided with a star operation for the algebra structure, such that
Let k^ be the field of 7-fixed points. Let A be a Hopf algebra and Ao a A^-form of the algebra structure of A. That is, AQ ^ k ^ A is an isomorphism of algebras. Let T : A -^ A,
. Let a ^-> a* be the automorphism of A* given by (a*,.r)=7((a,r(.r))).
Aor=(T(g)r)oT-oA.
TOME 120 -1992 -?3 Proof. -Both assertions are proved in a straightforward way. For example,
2 is the identity. Let us observe that e is a *-morphism. Let x € A. Then
=^(TSl m{S^ld)^x))=^(TSl e(x))=^(€(x)
). Q
Compact matrix pseudogroups. -Let k^ A;
7 , etc. as in 1.3. A ^-matrix Hopf algebra is a pair (B,u) , where B is a *-Hopf algebra and u is a matrix with coefficients in B such that :
(4) the entries of u and (n)* generate B;
(5) A^(^)=^u^^;
is an antilinear morphism of ^-vector spaces (i.e. J(tv) = 7(t)J(z»)), then J* : W* -^ V* denotes the antilinear morphism given by (J*(/2),z;) = -y{(^ J(v))).
LEMMA. -Let p : ^4. ^ End(Y) 6e a finite dimensional representation of a Hopf algebra A satisfying (1); let T : A -^ A be an antilinear involution satisfying (2), (3). Let us assume that:
f there exists an antilinear isomorphism J :
Proof. -(5) holds by definition of Coeff(p) and (6) by the axioms of the antipode. Coeff(p) is generated by Uij and S(uij). Thanks to PROPOSITION 1.3, it suffices to prove
=7((^T(x)v))=(^(v^^)^x). D
Let us remark that a <E Coeff(p)^ implies a* € Coeff(/))^, as follows from the proof of the Proposition. (7) is equivalent to the existence of a sesquilinear form (|) :
We want to extend the sesquilinear form to Coeff(p). First, we define a sesquilinear form on V (g) V* (resp. on V* (g) V) by
(resp. by
Let us consider the representation of A in the orthogonal direct sum
Then for any a, ^ e V 0 V* C V* 0 V we have
Extend the sesquilinear form to T(V (g) V* C V* 0 V) in the canonical way. Then (8) holds for any a, f3 e Tfy (g) V* © V* (g) V). Indeed, it is easy to see that if V, (% = 1, 2) are A-modules provided with sesquilinear forms satisfying (8), then the sesquilinear form on Vi (g) V^ given by ('yi (g) V2 | ^i 0 ^2) = (^i [ wi)('y2 | ^2) still satisfies (8).
(To see this, it is necessary to use (2) and that S also satisfies (2).)
For the rest of the section, we shall assume that k = C, k^ = R. A compact matrix pseudogroup [W2] is a *-matrix Hopf algebra A endowed with a norm || || such that \\xx*\\ = \\x\\ • \\x*\\. (This is equivalent to the definition in [W2] , as remarked in the arguments after [W3, Prop. 3.5] .)
We need to "normalize" M (cf. (1)). Let us assume that J = J*; recall that then for any ^ : V* -^ V*. (J- Proof. -(9) and (10) implies that the extension of ( | ) to T(V 0 y* e y* 0 v) constructed below is positive defined. As in the classical case, it is immediate that T(V (g) V* (D V* (g) V) decomposes in orthogonal direct sum of irreducible submodules. Hence Coeff(p) inherits an inner product satisfying (8) (perhaps not in a unique way).
PROPOSITION. -Let p : A -^ End(V) be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of a Hopf algebra A satisfying (1), T : A -^ A an antilinear involution satisfying (2), (3), J : V -^ V* an antilinear isomorphism satisfying (7). Let us assume
Let '0 : Coeff(p) -> C be defined by ^(a) = (a | e). (Recall that e is the counit of A and the unit of Coeff(p).) We shall prove and, ifzj (resp. pj) is the inclusion ofTTj on TT^TT' (resp. the orthogonal projection from TT^TT' onto TT^), then (r^, /) = (T.ijfpj) (T e End(7r (g) TT')*, / € End(7r,)). By construction, this decomposition is orthogonal. It follows from the Schur Lemma (see below) that (^(a)^^^') |e)=0if7r* and TT' are not isomorphic. Hence we are reduced to prove (11) for a € Coeff(p)^-or even for a = (f)p(v 0 /^) € Coeff(p)p. As ie = tp, we have (v\ v) and (11) (a) is immediate (we asume (9) and (10) to be sure that the irreducibility of V implies that it has no proper submodules).
(b) follows from (a) and the isomorphism It is well-known that the universal enveloping algebra of g is the associative ^-algebra given by generators e^, /^, hi and relations (12) (13) (14) and if i ^ j
The quantized enveloping algebra Uq{g) = Ukq(g) is defined as the associative A;(g)-algebra given by generators £^, 1^, 7^, K^ and relations 
Thus (19) can be rewritten as
U (A) is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication A, antipode S and counit e defined by 
Note that (24) S-^E,) = -E,K^\ S-\F,) = -K^ S-\K,) = K-,\
It follows from [L3] , [L4] that we can specialize q to any non-zero element of A;.
2.2
Minuscule highest weight modules. -The notion of "integrable" representation was introduced in [Sk2] , [J] and in full generality in [LI] , [Rl] .
Let us fix a quantized enveloping algebra U = Uk (A) . Let U° be the subalgebra of U generated by K^ for all z. ?7° is a commutative algebra, isomorphic to the algebra of Laurent polynomials in K,.
Let P (resp. Q^ be the free abelian group with basis ^ (resp. o^), 1 < i < n. Let ( , ) : P x (^ -^ I be the bilinear pairing defined TOME 120 -1992 -?3 by (c^,ap == 6ij. Let Oj € P be defined by (a^a^) = a^ and let Q (resp. Q ) be the subgroup (resp. the subsemigroup) of P generated by ai,...,a^. Let ( | ) : Q^ x Q^ --)• Z be the symmetric bilinear non-degenerate form defined by (o^ a^) = d-^a^ = d^laj^. ( | ) defines a morphism v : O v -^ P by (z^),/^) = (o^ | ^v); we have Q C ^(Q^) because c^ = dii^(a^). In particular, we obtain a symmetric bilinear non-degenerate form, still denoted ( | ), on Q\ we have (ai \ aj) = dia^ = djdji. We even have ( | ) : P x Q -^ Z.
We can identify U° with the group algebra (over k(q)) of Q via Ki -^ ai; the image of a = ^ Wi will be denoted Ka; i.e. Ka = Y[ K^. Every uj C P defines a group homorphism Q^ -^ k(q)
x by a^ i-^ g^' 0 ^;
and hence a homomorphism Q -^ k{q) x by a ^ q^^ 1^. We shall denote by e^ the corresponding A*(g)-algebra homomorphism £7° -^ k(q). For example, e^3 (Kj,) = q^j^^-i ^ = q^0-^. We have a monomorphism of groups P -^ Hom^(^)_aig(^05 k(q)); we shall identify P, Q, Q^ with their images in what follows.
Let M be a ?
There is a partial order in {k(q) x ) n given by w < w' if and only if w~lw f C Q 4 ". -^f is called a highest weight module if it is generated by some x € Mw (w G k{q) is then called the highest weight of M) which is annihilated by Ei for every z. It is known ([LI, Prop. 2.6]) that for any w C (^i^)*) 71 there exists a simple highest weight module of highest weight w, unique up to isomorphism, denoted L(w).
On the other hand, M is integrable if M = ^^ Mw and ^, F, are locally nilpotent endomorphisms of M. Then (cf. [LI, Prop. 3 .2]) L(w) is integrable if w G P. This exhausts the integrable ireducible highest weight modules, modulo tensoring with one-dimensional representations.
Now we shall present a realization of minuscule highest weight modules. It is inspired in the formulas in [Re] .
Let us recall [B] that a dominant weight w C P-0 is called minuscule if (w.Q^) = 0, 1 or -1, for any root o^.
The fact about minuscule weights that will be useful for us is the following : if r and r 4-ai are weights of a minuscule highest weight module V, then (r, a^) = -1. In particular, r -o^ and r + 2o^ are not weights of V. The minuscule weights form a system of representants of P/Q -0. Hence, there are minuscule weights for irreducible root systems of types A, B, G, D, EQ, E7, cf. [B, Tables] . Let V be a minuscule highest weight module, II(V) the set of its weights; it is the orbit under the Weyl group of the highest weight.
PROPOSITION. -Let V be a minuscule highest weight module of a complex Lie algebra of type X, corresponding to a representation p. Let q € C -0, and let t G C such that exp(t) = q. The assignement Ei ^ p(ei), Fi ^ p(fi\ KI ^ exptdip(hi).
gives rise to a Uq(X)-module structure on V.
Proof. -We need to check relations (16),... ,(19). Relation (16) is trivial. Relation (17) follows from (13) and the following well-known formula which holds for any pair of elements a*, y in any associative algebra :
For (18) and (19) we will use that the highest weight is minuscule. (18) means in our case
_ exp(tdjhj) -exp(-tdjhj) p( i) ~ exp{tdi) -exp(-tdi)
But p(hi) is diagonalizable, with eigenvalues (w.a^), w € II(V), which are 0 or rbl by hypothesis. Thus we are reduced to prove
exp(us) -exp(-us) s=
pv ----)--^ for any HOC, 5=0,1; exp(u) -exp (-u) and this is clear. Finally, let us check (19). It is identical to (15) if a^ = 0; but if a^< 0, w C II (V) and x € V is a weight vector of weight w, then e^e j e i~a^3~ x ls a weight vector of weight w + aj + (1 -a^)c^. Looking at the o^-string trough w, we see that e^eje]~a^j~hx = 0 and hence (19) holds. D 2.3 Algebraic quantum groups. -Let L(w) be an integrable irreducible highest weight module over the quantum algebra U (A) , w e P, let p be the corresponding representation. It follows from [LI, Th. 4.12] that L(w) is a finite dimensional fc(g)-module, of dimension, say, m. Let G be the algebraic subgroup of GL(m) corresponding to the image of g by its irreducible representation of highest weight w. Then Coeff(p) is a Hopf algebra dual to U(A) which will be denoted kq [G] . Indeed, (1) 
2.4
Real forms of quantized enveloping algebras. -Let g be a complex simple (finite dimensional) Lie algebra, whose enveloping algebra is presented by (12) It is well-known (cf. for example [K, exercice 8.9] ) that, modulo conjugation, all the linear involutions of g are contained in the following list :
(25) tj, 1 < j ^ n, defined by
tj(ei)=ei, tj(fi)=fi, tj(hi)=hi, if i^j t 3^j) = -ej, tj(fj) = -fj, tj(hj) = hj.
(26) te^ if 6 is a diagram automorphism of order two.
(27) tej = tetj, if 0 is a diagram automorphism of order two and j is fixed by 0. Now let q be an indeterminate. We shall consider the following two involutions of C(g) :
71 corresponds to the field H{q) and 72 to the field of real rational functions on S
1
. In other words, when considering 71 (resp. 72), we can specialize to q real (resp. q C S' 1 ). We shall consider now involutions with respect to 71. The 72-involutions are constructed by composing with respect to the 7i72-involution S given by
Ei^FiKi, Fi^K^Ei, Ki^Ki, q^q~\
Note that 2 is multiplicative, comultiplicative and 56' = 65.
The Cartan involution is the 7i-antilinear involution denoted by ^ and given by E,^-Fi, Fi^-E,, K^^K^.
Now we define the following linear automorphisms of Uq(g) :
(28) fj, 1 ^ j < n, defined by i) to iii) are easily verified by definition. iv) and v) can be proved as suggested in [K, Lemma 11.5] : take the real QEA U^ and its highest weight module L(w)iR, proceed as in [K, Prop. 9.4] (this is posible because T(U^) C U^) and extend the scalars to C.
Minuscule compact matrix pseudogroups.
PROPOSITION. -Let V be a minuscule highest weight module of a quantized enveloping algebra Uq, where q is a real positive parameter. Then V has an ^-invariant inner product ( | ). That is,
Proof. -Combining PROPOSITION 2.2 and the classical theory (see for example [K, Th. 11 .7]) we observe that V has an cj-invariant inner product ( )o ; i.e. we have
for all v, w € V; clearly, the decomposition of V in weight spaces is orthogonal.
Let r be a weight. Let g C P be defined by (^, a^) = 1, for all i. Then we define (y w) = q^^v I w)o for all v^w C VrClearly, this defines an inner product on V. Let us proceed with the invariance. We need to prove
for all ^, w € V. The third equality is clear. For the first, we can assume
The proof of the second is similar. [} Combining the preceding with PROPOSITION 1.4, we obtain twisted deformations of any compact connected simple Lie group of type A, B, G, D, £'6, £'7. (Note that instead of (10), we can use in the proof of PROPOSITION 1.4 an invariant form on V* satisfying (9).)
Appendix : generators and relations
A.O. -In [A] we presented a construction by generators and relations of A:-forms of (symmetrizable) "derived" Kac-Moody algebras over k. This construction can be roughly described as "glueing together' suitably choosen three dimensional simple Lie algebras (TDS for short) over k. (The TDS over k are in one-to-one correspondence with the quaternion algebras sq{a^ b) over k, cf. A.I below). In particular, we constructed there A'-forms of simple finite dimensional Lie algebras over k.
N. ANDRUSKIEWITSCH
In this paper we propose a definition of quantized enveloping algebras of those A;-forms of g constructed in [A] . We begin by the quantized enveloping algebra of the quaternion algebra sq (a, b A.I Presentation of certain simple Lie algebras. -Let X, V, Z be a basis of a 3-dimensional A;-vector space V. For fixed a, b e k* = k -0 a Lie algebra structure on V, which we shall denote sq (a, b) is defined by the rule :
sq (a, b) is simple and any simple 3-dimensional Lie algebra (TDS, for short) over k arises in this way. sq (a, b) can be realized as Lie algebra of the traceless elements of a suitable quaternion algebra. s£(2, k) is isomorphic to 5^(1, -1) and ifk=H, sq(-l, -1) is su{2, R). sq(l, 1) is also isomorphic to s^(2,IR); but whereas in sq(-l, 1) Z spans a split Cartan subalgebra, in sq(l, 1) Z is compact. Now we recall the construction from [A] , which is a generalization (and a consequence) of Serre's theorem. If g is a Lie algebra, V a p-module, X^g,veV,aek and n = 0,1,2,3, we put
Let us fix elements of A;*, a,, &,, 5^ (1 ^ %, j ^ n), satisfying the relations Sij = s^s^y V %, hj bj/aj = (^/a^)s^.
We define ^ (A,a^5^,^) , as the Lie algebra over k given by 3n generators {X,, V,, Z, : 1 < i <, n} and relations [X^X,} = -a,b^s^[Y^Yf (adX,) 1 -^. =P^dX^X,)(
Let a, b e /c* and consider the data a^ = a, s^ = 1, 6j = &, for all %,j. We will denote gk (A,a,b) instead of p/c (A,a^5^,^) in this case; fc (A, 1, -1 ) is isomorphic to the split form of the simple Lie algebra of Cartan matrix A, cf. [A] .
A.2 Quantized enveloping algebras of TDS. -Let a,b € A;*, q an indeterminate. Let
We define U(2,a^b) = Uk (2,a,b) , the quantized enveloping algebra of the TDS sq(a^b)^ as the associative /c(g)-algebra given by generators X, y, -R, 6' and relations (with generators X'\ V, R'\ S") and Uk(a,b) , given by
In particular^ the order two automorphism of U(a,b) given by X = -1, 
whose inverse is given by 
A.3 Quantized enveloping algebras of ^(A,a,,^,^).
Let X, y be two indeterminates and let
be the set of words in X, y of lenght s. For w e Ms, we set oy(w) (resp. o^(w)) for the number of times that V (resp., X) appears in w.
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Obviously, o^(w) +oy(w) = s. In the free associative ^-algebra generated by ^, y we have (A'+y)^ ^ w, (;f-3r= ^ (-l)°^w.
W^MS W^MS
Now if a;, ^ are elements of an associative algebra and S C Ms, then S(x,y) will denote the image of 5 under the map corresponding to X \-> x^ V i-^ y.
Let us introduce, for a fixed Cartan matrix A as in 2.1, the polynomials on q :
Let also introduce the sets JJ, for j = 1,2 and 0 ^ 5 ^ 1 -a^ ; and for (m,n) C JJ, the integer g^^ by
-oy(mn) = 2qm,n + 1 € 2Z + ll-(Note that Jf, 1^ depend also on a^-; this is not reflected in the notation.)
We define ^(A,^,^-,^), the proposed quantized enveloping algebra of gk (A,di,Sij,bi) , as the associative A:(^)-algebra given by generators Xi, YI, RI, Si and relations
For example, if a^ = 0, (49) and (50) take the form
which, combined with (47), (48) gives that X, (resp. V,) commutes with Xj^ Yj. If aij = -1, the relations are
Let a, b € A;* and consider the data a, = a, Sij = 1, ^ = b, for all z,^'. We will denote ^(A, a, &) instead of ^ (A, a,, 5^, h,) in this case; it is the quantized enveloping algebra of ^ (A, a, & (A,ai,Sij,bi) .
ii) Let \i, 7, G k*. Then we have an isomorphism/row, U{A, a^, i^, bi) to U (A,ai\'j,Sij^ij,bi^) .
iii) Let c^d € k* and let us assume that there exists A^,7 e A;*, satisfying : A? = ca,~1, 7 2 = d^1. TT^n £/(A,a,,5^,6,) z5 isomorphic toU (A,c,d) . ives the claimed isomorphism. We leave the checking of the welldefiniteness to the reader; it is a straightforward computation.
iii) follows from ii), putting 7^-= 7A^•A^l^•l. For iv), the isomorphism from Uk(A) onto ^(A, 1, -1), is given by i^i(X,-y,), F,^j(X,+y,), K^ (R,±Si) with inverse given by
X, ^ E, + F,,
Yi ^ -Ei + F,, -j(^+^1), 5,-j(^-^1).
It is necessary to check that relations (16) (49) and (50); (17) and (18) will be left to the reader. v) follows from the preceding items.
Let us assume that -o^ is not a square in k, for some £ : 1 < £ < n, and choose a quadratic extension k' containing a square root V' -a^n which we shall fix in the rest of the section. As -djbj = -a^b^(aja^ls^j) 2 , \/-(ie be dj a~^1 s^j is a square root of -djbj which will be denoted \/-ajbj. Let 7 be the non-trivial element of Ga^k'/k); one haŝ
{V-dibi) = -\/-dibi;
7 extends to an automorphism in Gal(k'(q)/k(q)), letting q invariant, which we shall still denote 7. Let T : E4/(A) -^ Uk'{A) be defined by T(v <g) A) = v (g) 7(A), for v € £/(A,a^,5^,^) A C A:', with the above identification.
